Extracting and detecting spike activities from the fluorescence observations is an important step in understanding how neuron systems work. The main challenge lies in the combined ambient noise with fluctuated baseline, which contaminates the observations, thereby deteriorating the reliability of spike detection. This may be even worse in the face of the nonlinear biological process, the coupling interactions between spikes and baseline, and the unknown critical parameters of an underlying model, in which erroneous estimations of parameters will affect the detection of spikes causing further error propagation. The state-of-the-art MLSpike is premised on static parameter inference on spike events and ignores sequential spike nonlinear interactions. In this paper, we propose a random finite set (RFS) based Bayesian inference approach, which encapsulates the dynamics of sequential spikes, fluctuated baseline, and unknown model parameters. Specifically, the cardinal probability of RFS is able to distinguish latent spike behaviours (e.g., spike or nonspike). Our results demonstrate that the proposed scheme can gain an extra 12% detection accuracy in comparison with the state-of-the-art MLSpike method.
such spike activity links to a calcium influx that may lead to a steep increase of the intracellular free calcium-ion. As such, detecting the neuron spike activities requires the track of the calcium concentration, which serves as the key to characterizing the neuron dynamics, and further understanding how neuron systems react and communicate as well as real brain functions. On the synthetic bio-engineering front, the studies of the action potentials in real biological systems may guide the designs of synthetic neural systems that mimic neuron [8] [9] [10] and cell signaling [11] [12] [13] .
In the context of neural activity inference, spikes, dynamical baseline, and critical model parameters are detected and estimated through the fluorescence observations from a calcium image. As is shown in Fig. 1(c) , such inference is limited by three difficulties. Firstly, spikes lead to a rapid rise in intracellular calcium (Ca 2+ ) concentration followed by a slow decay (i.e., time-to-peak 8-40 ms, and decay constant 0.3-1.5 s [14] [15] [16] [17] ). This effect gives rise to the transients induced by individual spikes to overlap, and aggregating in a nonlinear manner [18] . Secondly, due to the instability of the experimental detector setup [7] , a dynamic and continuous baseline process, independent with the spiking activities, may change the fluorescence observations [14] . Such dynamic baseline fluctuation, combined with the ambient noise, exhibits a coupling behavior (e.g., making non-spike observations similar to the actual spike response), causing additional false and miss detection [7] , [14] . Thirdly, critical parameters (e.g., 2332 -7804 c 2019 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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the unitary Ca 2+ fluorescence transient's amplitude A and decay time τ ) are heterogeneous across neurons and cortical areas. Absence of accurately deriving these parameters may deteriorate the detection reliability.
A. Related Works
Over the past decade, several signal processing algorithms have been developed for spike detection. Existing algorithms can be categorized into two groups. The first group resorts to template matching [15] , [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] , whereby spikes are detected by matching their observations to an empirically designed template. Unfortunately, the vulnerability to nonergodic baseline signal and model parameters, as well as the inaccurate derivation of the spike template, limits their usages. Due to the inherent coupling between fluctuated baseline and spikes, false spikes are inevitably involved into template extraction, thereby deteriorating the template accuracy and the detection reliability. For instance, in [15] , the state-of-the-art template matching scheme, Peeling, is theoretically important, but is unable to distinguish between a real spike and a baseline imitation. This is not to mention that the involved complexity needed to extract the template and parameters grows exponentially with the desired accuracy.
The second group is underpinned by stochastic and probabilistic analysis. Such algorithms leverage on well-constructed physiological models that specify the non-linear relations between fluorescence observations and the calcium indicator. For instance, in [24] , an estimator is proposed to detect two adjacent signals with inter-symbol-interference (ISI) on the order of tens of milliseconds. This method overlooked the fluctuated baseline and used a predefined set of model parameters. However, this is not attractive to address the dynamic baseline issue. In [14] , [25] [26] [27] [28] , various inference schemes are proposed, aiming to infer the spikes, baseline and model parameters. Specially, in [14] , the state-of-the-art MLSpike uses a maximum-likelihood (ML) method to derive an optimal spike train. An auto-calibration algorithm is integrated to estimate the critical model parameters in a static way. However, these schemes overlook the complicated coupling and nonlinear interactions between sequential spikes, baseline drift, and model parameters. In other words, parameter calibration is in essence implemented in a static manner, unable to refine the estimated parameters dynamically, as the detection process advances in time. For the schemes relying on ML, the detection accuracy relies on the model parameter estimation, as they are required to compute the likelihood probability density function (PDF). In man-made communication scenarios, these parameter estimations can be pursued by a predefined pilot sequence. The repeatedly usages of such pilot sequence can ensure and refine the model parameter estimation dynamically in time. When it comes to the neuronal spike detection, one cannot assign a pilot sequence into the neurons (e.g., the cortical area in brain). So, without predefined pilot sequence, such channel parameter estimation (i.e., the auto-calibration method) will be unreliable, subsequently causing detection error for the ML scheme. In addition, without distinguishing whether the parameters are related with spike or background activities (referred as spike/background-related parameters), fixed calibration method in [14] may derive spikerelated parameters via background signals. As a result, these inaccurate parameter estimations (e.g., up to a 20% relative error of transient's amplitude A, and 30% error of delay constant τ from MLSpike) cause catastrophic inference errors of the baseline and subsequent spike detection (about an error of 10%). This in turn will lead to propagating errors along the time-series. Furthermore, by enumerating all the joint states of discrete calcium concentration level, baseline, and the number of spikes, MLSpike suffers a severe computational burden, making it less attractive for large data analysis.
B. Contributions
In this work, we suggest a sequential Bayesian estimation scheme based on a novel formation of random finite set (RFS) [29] , [30] . This RFS-Bayesian scheme aims to simultaneously infer potential spikes and fluctuated baseline, as well as consistently refine the unknown model parameters. To sum up, the main contributions of this paper are listed as follows:
(1) We formulate a RFS state to characterize the random spikes, fluctuated baseline, and unknown model parameters. This formulation helps address the aforementioned uncertainty caused by time-varying coupling interactions, as the cardinal probability of the RFS is used to distinguish the hidden active and silent states induced by spike and non-spike activities. As such, spikes and their related parameters (e.g., fluorescence transient's amplitude A and decay time τ ) are only inferred when spike activities are detected, which improves the accuracy of the detection and estimation.
(2) To estimate the RFS state, we design a sequential RFS-Bayesian inference scheme that infers the RFS state by maximizing the posterior density. Compared with the stateof-the-art MLSpike algorithm, two advantages are provided. First, the sequential Bayesian scheme allows to recursively refine the estimations of parameters dynamically. This can address the aforementioned uncertainty of the heterogeneous parameters, as well as prevent the erroneous estimations caused by the static auto-calibration in MLSpike. Second, instead of enumerating all the joint states of discrete baseline, calcium level, and the number of spikes, the proposed RFS-Bayesian concentrates on the potential states that evolve from the previously estimated states, thereby saving the computational resources as opposed to the MLSpike.
(3) We evaluate the performance of the proposed RFS-Bayesian scheme from the noisy imaging data. Experimental results (including simulations and two sets of real data) demonstrate the accuracy of the spike detection, and the estimations of baseline and model parameters, as opposed to the state-of-the-art MLSpike algorithm. Also, the computational complexity of the proposed scheme is lower than that of the MLSpike. By casting accurate inferences of spikes, baseline and model parameters into an energy-efficient framework, the proposed RFS-Bayesian scheme presents great promises to not only the neural spike scenarios, but also other detection tasks in complex and dynamic scenarios. shows the three processes of the evolution of the calcium concentration, i.e., (i) the calcium influx induced by spikes, (ii) the reversible reaction between free calcium-ion Ca 2+ and calcium-compound (i.e., CaX and CaY) and (iii) the extrusion process aims to maintain a stable level of resting calcium-ion concentration. The fluorescence observation is generated from the concentrations of both the dye [Y] and its calcium-compound [CaY]. (b) gives the schematic system structure extracted from Eqs. (7)- (9) . (c) presents how spike activities are measured by the fluorescence observations. The coupling interactions between spikes and baseline is illustrated, in which the two-spike induced observations are compromised by a series of small baseline, making them resemble those generated by one-spike.
The rest of this article is structured as follows. In Section II, we introduce the widely-used physiological model that characterizes the three levels of uncertainties involved in neuron signalling dynamics. In Section III, the RFS-Bayesian scheme, including how to formulate the suitable RFS state and the new design of the two-stage Bayesian inference, is articulated. Experimental results are provided in Section IV. Finally, we conclude this study in Section V.
II. MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Physiological Model
A physiological model that characterizes the evolution of intracellular free calcium-ion concentration [Ca 2+ ] evoked by the spike activities, the dynamic baseline fluctuation, and the fluorescence observations is given as follows [7] , [14] ,
where Eq. (1) specifies the evolution of the calcium-ion concentration with time t, and Eq. (2) provides the function of the fluorescence observations. 1) Calcium Evolution: The evolution of the calcium-ion concentration in Eq. (1) contains three processes [7] . As is shown in Fig. 2(a) , the calcium changes include (i) the reactions with endogenous buffer (e.g., the proteins inside the cells) and the dye (i.e., the designed protein used for generating fluorescence observations), (ii) the calcium influx induced by the input spikes s(t), and (iii) the extrusion governed by the extrusion rate γ e .
(i) For the reaction process, the relation between the free calcium-ion and the total calcium is given. By defining [Ca] total as the total calcium concentration that includes the concentrations of both the free calcium-ion and the calcium-
, the steady-state concentration of free calcium-ion is expressed as [7] . Here, κ X and κ Y are the constant calcium binding ratios of endogenous buffers and of the dye respectively, representing the reaction rates of the endogenous proteins and the designed dye for generating fluorescence observations.
(ii) For the calcium influx, Δ[Ca] total is defined as the total calcium influx induced by single input spike, including the free calcium-ion, and the reacted calcium-compound. Given the description in (i),
is the spike activities characterized by a set of Dirac functions δ(·) at times t m . Here t m , m ∈ N gives the time of mth spike. According to [14] , given a monitoring time as T, the total number of spikes (i.e., the range of m) is a random variable followed by the Poisson distribution with expectation λ · T , and t m is evenly distributed on [0, T]. As such, Δ[Ca] total · s(t) gives the influx of the total calcium into the cell.
(iii) The extrusion process aims to maintain a stable level of resting calcium-ion concentration in order to keep the cell alive [7] . Here, γ e denotes the calcium extrusion rate.
[Ca 2+ ] rest is the stable calcium-ion concentration at rest. Hence, γ e ([Ca 2+ ] − [Ca 2+ ] rest ) describes the extrusion component of calcium.
2) Fluorescence Observation: As is analyzed in [7] , the fluorescence observation is generated from the concentrations of both the designed dye [Y], and its calcium-compound
is defined as the total concentration of dye, F 0 and F max are the fluorescence levels at rest and when the dye is saturated.
as the steady-state dissociation constant of the dye, the study in [7] derived the relationship between the calcium-ion concentration [Ca 2+ ] and the fluorescence observation F(t), combined with the ambient noise ε(t). Then, the recent study in [14] further noticed and introduced the baseline fluctuation as B(t), and finally derived the function of the fluorescence observation as Eq. (2). According to [14] , the fluctuated baseline B(t) is a dynamic and continuous process, caused by the instability of the detector devices. Given its continuous property and independence with the spike activities, B(t) is characterized by a Brownian motion [14] , i.e., B (t) = η 0 · W (t), where η 0 is the weight, and W(t) denotes the Wiener process satisfying W (t +Δ t )−W (t) ∼ N (0, Δ t ).
As such in Eq. (2), the fluorescence observations can be interpreted as the normalized and instantaneous response of current calcium concentration, combined with fluctuated baseline and ambient noise.
B. Model Simplification
Given the Physiological model in Eqs. (1)-(2), the study in [14] further simplified the model, by re-parameterizing Eqs. (1)-(2) as follows:
In Eqs. (3)-(6), C(t) is referred to as the normalized intracellular calcium concentration. τ is defined as the exponential time-decay, as the differential equation dC (t)/dt = −C (t)/τ + s(t) is derived from Eq. (1). A is referred as the transient amplitude that reflects the fluorescence increase evoked by the calcium C(t), given F (t) = B (t)(1 + A · C (t)/(1+γC (t)))+ (t) computed from Eq. (2). γ represents the saturation parameter which accounts for the nonlinear relations between the fluorescence observations (i.e., F(t)) and the increasing calcium concentrations (i.e., C(t)). In other words, the calcium that are bond by the dye to generate the fluorescence will be saturated if exceeding density of calcium is influx, leading to the nonlinear increase of F(t). By taking Eqs. (3)-(6) into Eqs. (1)-(2), and discretizing them via the sampling interval Δ t , the discrete physiological model is provided as [14] :
Eq. (7) gives the evolution of the calcium concentrations, i.e., C k = C (k · Δ t ). It involves the decayed concentration of (k − 1)th time-slot, 1 and the number of spikes
where | · | denotes the number of elements in a given set, representing the number of spikes within the time [14] . Thus, given the definition of s(t), s k should follow the Poisson distribution with the expectation λΔ t , i.e., s k ∼ P(λΔ t ) [14] . The exponential time-decay parameter τ is partially unknown to the receptor (i.e., we may know in practice a coarse range of τ as τ min < τ < τ max [14] ).
Eq. (8) specifies the evolution of the discrete fluctuated baseline, i.e.,
As such, by denoting η 2 = η 2 0 Δ t as the variance of process noise, B k follows the 1-order Markov process with process noise η 2 , i.e., B k ∼ N (B k −1 , η 2 ). Note that, here η 2 is unknown to the receptor, which challenges the estimation process of the baseline.
Eq. (9) accounts for the measurement function that describes the nonlinearity between concentrations (i.e., C k ), fluctuated baseline (i.e., B k ), and fluorescence observations (i.e., F k = F (k · Δ t )). In common practice, the saturation parameter γ is not a sensitive value for the measurement function, thus an average version is employed [14] . The ambient noise in Eq. (9) is assumed to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d), Gaussian random variable, i.e., ε k ∼ N (0, σ 2 ), where σ 2 is the variance of the noise that is required to be estimated.
The schematic flow of the neuron spiking system for kth time-slot is illustrated in Fig. 2-(b) . According to Eqs. (7)-(9), C k is generated by adding spike activities s k and its time-delay C k −1 multiplied by the decay exp(−Δ t /τ ). B k is composed of the summation of its time-delay B k −1 and the process noise n k . h(x ) = 1 + Ax /(1 + γx ) accounts for the nonlinearity of the calcium, which multiplied with B k , gives the observations F k in Eq. (9).
C. Problem Formulation
Given the widely-used physiological model in Eqs. (7)-(9), the objective of this paper is thereby to simultaneously infer the concentration C k and baseline B k from a set of received fluorescence observation vectors, i.e.,
The difficulties are emphasized as follows. First, the observations suffer the coupling interactions between random spikes s k and the baseline. The definition of the coupling interaction is that, the fluctuated baseline may make the n 1 spikes induced observations resemble those induced by n 2 spikes (n 1 = n 2 ∈ N), given the continuous changes of the baseline and its independence with spike activities. Seen from Fig. 2 -(c), a two-spike induced observations are compromised by a series of small baseline, making them resemble those evoked by one-spike. Second, the estimations of model parameters may be erroneous if using background activities (e.g., the false spikes produced by dynamic transition of baseline) to acquire the spike-related parameters. Third, given the non-linearity between observations and the spike induced concentrations, the erroneous derivation of parameters affects the accuracy of the likelihood computations, which further influence the inference of spikes and baseline, and vice versa.
III. RFS-BAYESIAN SCHEME
In order to cope with the difficulties, we propose the RFS-Bayesian scheme, which is capable of distinguishing the active and silent pieces for spike and background activities, and simultaneously inferring the concentration C k , baseline B k , and the model parameters τ , η, A, and σ.
To do so, we firstly construct the RFS state of C k , B k , τ , η, A, and σ to address the coupling interactions, and to detect the active and silent pieces. Then, the two-stage Bayesian process, premised on the RFS state is designed, aiming to sequentially estimate the requested concentration, baseline and parameters.
A. Random Finite Set Channel State Information
A RFS, denoted as U , is one random set, whose cardinality (i.e., the number of elements in U , denoted as |U |) and elements are all random variables varying with time. Analogous to the PDF describing random variables, a RFS U = {u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u M } is characterized via its cardinal probability, (M ), and the joint distribution of its elements,
which is referred to as the FISST PDF [29] , [30] .
In the context of spike detection, we construct the RFS state, denoted as U k , for C k , B k , τ , η, A, and σ, as follows:
where vector u k and v k are two elements corresponding to spikes and background activities, respectively. Eq. (11) has an interpretation. u k appears and can be estimated only within the active pieces, while v k never disappears from the observations and can be inferred in both the active and silent pieces. 1) Cardinality of RFS State: Given the definition of U k in Eq. (11), the cardinality of U k is either 1 (i.e., U k = {v k }) or 2 (i.e., U k = {u k , v k }). The probabilistic density of the cardinality is computed as follows:
with a probability q k indicating whether it is silent or active in the time-slot k. Combined with Eq. (10), the active and silent pieces is distinguishable via the two different cardinal probabilities, where (M = |U k | = 2) represents the active signal and (M = |U k | = 1) accounts for the silent pieces.
2) FISST PDF of RFS State: With the help of the cardinality in Eq. (12), the FISST PDF of U k is expressed by multiplying its cardinality density and the joint PDFs:
where p(·) denotes the (joint) PDFs of elements. Then, inferring the RFS state U k is thereby to compute its posterior density, which consists of the transitional probabilities and the likelihoods. 
3) Transitional FISST PDF of RFS State:
We use a hidden Markov process to describe the RFS state U k . As shown in Fig. 3 -(a), two hidden states (i.e., |U k | = 1 and |U k | = 2) specify respectively the silent and active pieces. The transitional probability matrix (TPM) that describes their transitional probabilities is given:
In Eq. (14),
is defined as the silent-to-active probability, which is driven by the new arrival spikes, i.e., P b = Pr{s k = 0}. Given that s k follows the Poisson distribution with the average λΔ t , P b can be com-
is defined as the active-to-active probability. It is noteworthy that, unlike the usual hidden states where transitional probabilities are constants, in this model, the active-to-active probability P s varies with the value of concentrations C k , i.e.,
Here, C th denotes the active and silent threshold, which is used to differentiate active and silent pieces. See from Fig. 3 -(c). If C k > C th , U k belongs to the active piece, otherwise, U k falls into the silent piece. Given that the decay time of the one-spike evoked concentration is at most 1.5 s [15] [16] [17] , we hereby assign C th = exp(−1.5/τ ). The reason is given as follows. As we assume the last spike arrives at k = k 0 , then, for any k > k 0 the concentration is C k = exp(−Δ t · (k − k 0 )/τ ) according to the model in Eq. (7) . The concentration C k will be extruded after 1.5 s from the time of last spike arrival, i.e., Δ t · (k − k 0 ) > 1.5.
So, any C k < exp(−1.5/τ ) should be in the silent piece. We further discuss the rationality of this setting in Appendix C.
With the help of the TPM in Eq. (14) , and the physiological model that involves both the transitions of concentration C k and baseline B k , we compute the transitional FISST PDF of U k , by taking potential transitions among hidden states and the associated parameter densities of u k and v k , i.e.,
which are computed as follows:
In Eq. (18), 
On the other hand, if one spike arrives at time-slot k and results in U k = {u k , v k }, the transitional density should contain information of both transitional π k |k −1 (v k |v k −1 ), and the activated density b k (u k ), weighted by the silent-to-active cardinality probability P b .
We then analyze the case of an active signal at timeslot k-1, i.e.,
, weighted by active-to-silent cardinality 1 − P s , remains in the FISST PDF. And otherwise, the FISST PDF should involve the transitional density from both
weighted by the active-to-active probability P s . 4) Likelihood PDF Conditioned on RFS State: Provided the fluorescence observation F k of the current time-slot k, we can compute a likelihood PDF for the RFS state U k , denoted as ϕ k (F k |U k ), which is vital in further developing the two-stage Bayesian algorithm. Given the formulation of U k in Eq. (11) as well as the dynamically physiological model in Eqs. (7)-(9), we will respectively compute the likelihoods as ϕ k (F k |{v k }), and ϕ k (F k |{u k , v k }).
In the case of U k = {v k }, the observed fluorescence F k reflects the information corresponding with v k = [B k , η, σ] T . Thus, fluorescence F k in Eq. (9) can be re-written as F k = B k + ε k , and the likelihood can be thereby computed as:
When
In this case, the likelihood PDF is determined as follows:
5) Estimate of RFS State:
We denote a posterior FISST PDF of U k conditioned on the fluorescence observation vector F 1:k , as f k |k (U k |F 1:k ). Then, deriving the RFS state U k can be realized by maximizing a posteriori.
Note that addressing the posterior density f k |k (U k |F 1:k ) is equivalent to addressing its cardinality and its joint elements' PDF. According to Eq. (13), the posterior density can be rewritten as:
Then, by defining the posterior active probability as:
and the posterior PDFs as
we can estimate the RFS state U k via pursuing q k |k , p k |k (v k ), and p k |k (u k , v k ). Note that differing from the stochastic frameworks that analyze only the posterior density of the random variable, the RFS state of U k uses the cardinal density (i.e., the active probability q k |k ) to distinguish the active and the silent pieces of the observations. This can avoid using the silent pieces to estimate the spike-related parameters. We will further discuss the usage of q k |k in the following Eq. (32).
B. RFS Based Two-Stage Bayesian Process
Relying on the transitional density of the RFS state, U k in Eqs. (16)- (17) , and the fluorescence observation trajectory F 1:k , two-stage sequential Bayesian process is applied to derive the posterior FISST PDF of U k , i.e.,
where Eq. (28) is referred as the predict-stage; whilst Eq. (29) accounts for the update-stage. Here, δ represents the set integral rather than the common density integral [29] , [31] .
1) Predict-Stage:
The predict-stage given by Eq. (28) has an intuitive interpretation. The predicted FISST PDF, f k |k −1 (U k |F 1:k −1 ) generates by evolving the last posteriori, f k −1|k −1 (U k −1 |F 1:k −1 ) through the transitional density φ k |k −1 (U k |U k −1 ). In this way, the predicted active probability, i.e., q k |k −1 , and the predicted spatial densities, i.e., p k |k −1 (v k ), and p k |k −1 (u k , v k ) are easily computed by introducing them into Eq. (28) .
Theorem 1: The predicted active probability, and the predicted spatial densities can be propagated via:
From Theorem 1 (see details in Appendix A), three aspects are explained for
i) For the predicted active probability q k |k −1 , it should contain two complementary terms, i.e., the active-to-active and the silent-to-active signal sequence.
ii) For the predicted density p k |k −1 (v k ), it is the transitional effect that evolves the posterior density from the previous p k −1|k −1 (v k −1 ), since v k cannot disappear from the fluorescence observations, i.e., whether the spike is absent or present at the time k, we need to estimate v k all the time.
iii) For the predicted density p k |k −1 (u k , v k ), we should consider the evolution from the silent-to-active pieces, representing by the new activated density, as well as the activeto-active term. The usage of the active probability q k −1|k −1 is straightforward. In the case of a silent piece for (k−1)th time-slot (i.e., q k −1|k −1 is smaller than 1 − q k −1|k −1 ), u k −1 is almost vanished from the observation F k −1 . Hence, when predicting u k for kth time-slot, it is intuitive to rely more on the activated density, i.e., b k (u k ) other than the activeto-active density p k −1|k −1 (u k −1 ), as the previous estimation of u k −1|k −1 is unreliable. This can be seen from Eq.
is more important on predicting u k . Similarly, in the case of an active piece for (k − 1)th time-slot (i.e., q k −1|k −1 is bigger than 1 − q k −1|k −1 ), p k −1|k −1 (u k −1 ) weights more for predicting u k , as the estimation of u k −1 is reliable. Hence, a greater weight (i.e., q k −1|k −1 ) is assigned for p k −1|k −1 (u k −1 ) as opposed to that for b k (u k ). This makes the proposed RFS-Bayesian scheme capable of distinguishing the active and silent pieces of the observations, and therefore avoiding utilizing silent-pieces to estimate the spike-related parameters.
Proposition 1: The predicted spatial PDF p k |k −1 (u k , v k ) can be propagated separately as:
where
The proof of Proposition 1 is given by Appendix A. From Proposition 1, we can respectively compute the predicted PDFs, i.e., p k |k −1 (u k ), and p k |k −1 (v k ). In this way, we are allowed to reduce the parameter space of dimension 6 to two parameter spaces of dimension 3, thereby potentially reducing the computation complexity.
2) Update-Stage: In the update-stage given by Eq. (29), the posterior FISST PDF f k |k (U k |F 1:k ) is computed by updating the predicted density, f k |k −1 (U k |F 1:k −1 ), via the current likelihood PDF, ϕ k (F k |U k ). Accordingly, the posterior active probability, i.e., q k |k , and the posterior spatial densities, i.e., p k |k (v k ), and p k |k (u k , v k ) can be respectively derived by the following Theorem.
Theorem 2: The posterior active probability, and the spatial densities are updated by:
An intuitive description of Eq. (35) is the proportion of active density in the whole active and silent signal sequence. By weighing whether ϕ k (F k |{u k , v k }) or ϕ k (F k |{v k }) contributes more to the current state, q k |k gives a rational probability on measuring how possible the current state is active. Eq. (36) is straightforward by updating the predicted densities through the likelihood. Eq. (37) is the marginal distribution of (36). Note that p k |k (v k ) in Eq. (37) is also suitable for the case of silent signal, and will be degenerated to the traditional Bayesian form as:
Given the computations of the posterior densities, the optimal estimations of u k , and v k can be realized via maximizing a posteriori, i.e.,
Relying on Eqs. (39)-(40), the spike detection is equivalent to examining the difference ofĈ k |k andĈ k −1|k −1 . Baseline is tracked with the acquisition ofB k |k . Model parameters, i.e., A,τ ,σ andη can be derived throughû k andv k .
C. Implementation of RFS-Bayesian Scheme
Note from Eqs. (31)-(32) that the derivations of predicted spatial densities p k |k −1 (v k ), and p k |k −1 (u k , v k ) rely on the marginalization of continuous distributions. As far as the integration on the high dimensional density is concerned (e.g., 6-dimension in the case of |U k | = 2), the implementation may be computationally intractable. To cope with this difficulty, particle filter (PF) is suggested to alleviate the computational complexity of the RFS-Bayesian inference.
In essence, PF is a simulated numerical method, aims to simulate the complex distribution, (e.g., p(u)) via a group of random discrete particles. To be specific, let u (i) (i = 1, . . . , I ) be the I particles drawn from a proposal distribution p (u), i.e., u (i) ∼ p (u), then, the PF Theorem in [32] states that, p(u) can be approximated as p(u) I i=0 δ(u − u (i) ) × w (i) , by the particles u (i) with weights w (i) , computed as the quotient of the real PDF divided by the proposal PDF, i.e., w (i) = p(u (i) )/p (u (i) ).
1) RFS-Bayesian PF: For the implementation of the RFS-Bayesian scheme, the PF is used to approximate the predicted spatial densities p k |k −1 (v k ), and p k |k −1 (u k , v k ), i.e.,
where u 
Eqs. (43)-(44) mean that the particles u
k −1|k −1 , F 1:k −1 ). In Eq. (43), the first B particles are used to approximate the activated term, i.e., b k (u k ) in the silent-to-active case in Eq. (32); whilst the rest particles simulate the other active-to-active component. In Eq. (44), total I particles are applied in depicting the predicted PDF in Eq. (31) .
After the I particles [u
k |k −1 ] T are drawn from Eqs. (43)-(44), their corresponding weights thereby can be computed as the quotient of the predicted spatial PDF in Eq. (32) divided by the proposal PDFs [32] , i.e.,
Once the proposal densities, i.e., β k (u k |F 1:
are specified properly (in the next two parts), the predictstage of the two-stage Bayesian process is realized, and we derive the predicted particles and weights, i.e.,
Then, the update-stage given by Eqs. (36)-(37) can be pursued by updating the weights through likelihoods, i.e.,
With the help of Eq. (46) in deriving the updated particles and their weights, we can simulate both the posterior active probability (i.e., q k |k ), and the posterior density (i.e., p k |k (v k ), and p k |k (u k , v k )). The posterior active probability is computed as:
The spatial densities (i.e., p k |k (v k ), and p k |k (u k , v k )), are approximated by:
At the end of each iteration, a re-sample procedure should be adopted in order to eliminate particles with negligible weights [29] , [31] , [32] .
2) Proposal Active-to-Active Densities: The design of the active-to-active densities in Eqs. (43)-(44), i.e., ξ k (u k |u
is straightforward. As we know the transitional PDFs as k |k −1 (u k |u k −1 ), and π k |k −1 (v k |v k −1 ), we can directly assign these transitional PDFs as the proposals of the active-to-active densities, i.e.,
(52) One may refer to [31] , [32] for details.
3) Proposal Silent-to-Active Density: The proposal of the silent-to-active density, i.e., β k (u k |F 1:k −1 ) relies on the design of the activated density, i.e., b k (u k ). To simplify it, we here define the proposal β k (u k |F 1:k −1 ) as follows:
For the activated density, i.e., b k (u k ), the major challenge is how to effectively address the likelihood disappearance, aroused by the silent piece (i.e., q k |k → 0). If this happens, there is no likelihood information can be used to infer u k . More specifically, assume that the active probability at the time-slot k−J is the lasted one that q k −J |k −J ≥ (1 − q k −J |k −J ) and q k −j |k −j < (1 − q k −j |k −j ), 0 ≤ j < J . In this case, the likelihood sequence, i.e., ϕ k −J +1:k (·) contains no information when estimating u k −J +1:k , and therefore the inference of a posteriori density will be infeasible. In order to cope with this difficult problem, we design an adaptive birth density, premised on the k−J state, i.e.,
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the following analysis, we evaluate the performance of our proposed RFS-Bayesian scheme. The comparison between the proposed scheme and the state-of-the-art MLSpike [14] is pursued in terms of the accuracy of the inference of spikes, baseline, and model parameters, as well as the computational complexity.
The simulator based on Eqs. (7)-(9) is provided from the study in [14] , which contains three components, i.e., (i) the generator of calcium concentration, (ii) the generator of dynamically fluctuated baseline, and (iii) the contaminated fluorescence observations.
(i) The calcium concentration depends on the spike activities. Given the spike rates λ and the monitoring time T, the number of spikes is randomly selected via the Poisson distribution with expectation λ · T , and the time for each spike t m is evenly distributed within [0, T]. For this work, we evaluate three spike rates as λ = 0.2/s, λ = 1/s, and λ = 5/s, for T = 100 s. Then, as the sample interval is assigned as Δ t = 0.02s, the number of spikes within
Without the loss of generality, the time-delay constant is randomly assigned as τ ∈ [τ min , τ max ] = [0.6, 1] [14] , which is unknown and required to be estimated. As such, the calcium concentration for each kth time-slot C k is generated from Eq. (7) .
(ii) The fluctuated baseline is simulated by the Brownian motion as B k ∼ N (B k −1 , η 2 ) with B 1 = 1 [14] . Here, the variance η 2 is unknown to the receiver, and required to be estimated.
(iii) For the fluorescence observation function in Eq. (9), the transient amplitude A is assigned randomly within the interval [A min , A max ] = [0.04, 0.1] [14] , which is unknown and required to be estimated. The saturation parameter is γ = 0.1 [14] . The ambient noise, measured by the variance normalized by the transient amplitude A, is configured as σ = α · A, where α ranges from 0.01 to 0.3. Thus, for each kth time slot, the ambient noise ε k is selected via the Gaussian distribution N (0, σ 2 ). Taking these parameters, and the generated baseline B k and calcium concentration C k into Eq. (9), the fluorescence observations are generated.
A. Estimation Performance of Spike-Related Parameters
The evaluation of the proposed RFS-Bayesian scheme on estimating spike-related model parameters, i.e., A and τ , is illustrated in Fig. 4 . The x-coordinate presents the noise level α, while the y-coordinates show the estimation errors of A and τ respectively. The estimation errors are measured via the relative error, i.e.,
whereÂ andτ are the estimations of A and τ from the proposed RFS-Bayesian scheme and MLSpike respectively. We run for different settings of noise levels α and spike rates λ. For each setting, 10000 different data-sequences of fluorescence observations (spanning for T = 100s) are generated from the simulator, in order to compute the RE A and RE τ in Eqs. (55)-(56). From Fig. 4-(a) , and Fig. 4-(b) , we can intuitively observe that the estimating errors RE A and RE τ increase as the noise level α, and the spike rate λ increase. This is because (i) the ambient noise deteriorates the estimation performance, and (ii) higher spike rates bring more interactions between the spikes and baseline, making the accurate estimation and detection more difficult.
Then, by further comparing the estimating errors of the proposed RFS-Bayesian scheme and the state-of-the-art MLSpike, we see that RE A and RE τ from the proposed scheme keep lower than that of the MLSpike. This suggests that the proposed scheme effectively improves the accuracy over the MLSpike, and is more robust to the noise and interactions. This accuracy gain of the spike-related parameters is attributed to two aspects. First, the proposed sequential RFS-Bayesian scheme allows to refine the estimations of A and τ in a dynamic way. This distinguishes itself from MLSpike, which uses static parameter estimation (i.e., the auto-calibration method). Second, the RFS is capable of using the cardinal probability q k |k to distinguish the active and silent pieces. In the case of a small/big q k −1|k −1 that represents a lower/higher probability of active piece, the usage of q k −1|k −1 in Eq. (32) acts as a weight that restrains/promotes to estimate the spikerelated parameters A and τ . This ensures using only the active pieces to estimate the spike-related A and τ . By contrast, the auto-calibration embedded in the MLSpike may use observations in silent pieces to estimate spike-related parameters, and cannot refine the estimations with new observations, therefore leading to erroneous A and τ .
B. Estimation Performance of Background-Related Parameters
The performance of the proposed RFS-Bayesian scheme on estimating background-related parameters (i.e., the variances of ambient noise σ 2 and baseline η 2 ) is shown in Fig. 5 . The x-coordinate represents the noise level α, while the y-coordinates illustrate the estimation errors of σ and η. Here, we measure the accuracy in terms of the root mean square error (RMSE) of σ and η, i.e.,
σ andη are the estimations of σ and η from our proposed RFS-Bayesian scheme and MLSpike respectively. RMSE σ and RMSE η are computed with respect to various settings of noise levels α and spike rates λ. For each setting, 10000 different data-sequences of fluorescence observations (spanning for T = 100s), generated from the simulator, is used to compute the RMSE σ and RMSE η . [14] . Both simulation and real data demonstrates better estimation and detection performance of the proposed RFS-Bayesian scheme.
From Fig. 5-(a) and Fig. 5-(b) , it is seen that the estimation accuracy is deteriorated by the growth of the ambient noise α and spike rate λ. For instance, at a fixed spike rate λ = 1sp/s, RMSE σ increases from 0.2 × 10 −3 to almost 0.7 × 10 −3 as α rises. When the spike rate increases from 0.2 sp/s to 5 sp/s, the RMSE η increases from 4×10 −6 to 5.3×10 −6 at a fixed noise level α = 0.1. It is noteworthy that although the accuracy is undermined, the estimations of σ and η are still acceptable. As a matter of fact, the relative error of σ and η, i.e., RE σ = RMSE σ /σ, and RE η = RMSE η /η are no more than 8% and 0.55% respectively, which demonstrates the reliable estimation results for subsequently usages.
C. Performance on Baseline and Spike Inference
The performance of the proposed RFS-Bayesian scheme on estimating the fluctuated baseline and detecting the dynamic spikes is provided in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 . The estimation accuracy of the baseline is measured via the relative error, i.e.,
where K = T /Δ t denotes for the total number of time-slots. The error rate of spike detection is computed via the average F1-score. The F1-score error rate is the harmonic mean of the sensitivity and the precision, i.e., [33] ,
Based on the computation of , the relative error of spike detection is therefore defined as: Fig. 6 . Fig. 6 -(a) presents one simulation result, and Fig. 6-(b) gives two results based on real data from [14] . It is observed that our proposed RFS-Bayesian scheme outperforms the MLSpike in both the simulated and real data, by providing smaller error rate of the spike detection.
MLSpike in
Then, we illustrate RE B and RE s corresponding to different noise levels α and spike rates λ in Fig. 7. From Fig. 7-(a) and Fig. 7-(b) , it is easily seen that RE B and RE s of both schemes are deteriorated by the increments of the ambient noise and the spike rate. This suggests that the effects of noise and coupling interactions influence the detection and estimation performance. Moreover, it is noteworthy that the proposed RFS-Bayesian scheme provides lower errors of baseline and spikes (i.e., RE B and RE s ) compared with the MLSpike method. For instance, when λ = 1sp/s and noise level α = 0.05, the RE s of the proposed scheme approaches less than 1%, whilst the value from the MLSpike reaches almost 5%. At a high noise level region (e.g., α = 0.3), the RE s value of the MLSpike is greater than 0%, but our proposed scheme produces the RE s of nearly 5%, i.e., the error ratio can be reduced by 75% with our proposed new scheme.
The reasons of the accurate inferences of the spikes and baseline from the proposed RFS-Bayesian scheme can be summarized as three aspects. First, the RFS-Bayesian enables the sequential inferences of the calcium concentration C k , the baseline B k , the parameters (i. e., A, τ , σ, and η) . This gives rise to the reliable estimations by sequentially refining them in a dynamic way. Second, the RFS uses the cardinal probability q k |k that can describe the possibility of the active and silent pieces. In this view, by using only the spike-evoked observations, the RFS-Bayesian ensures the accurate estimations of the calcium concentration C k (thereby the spike activities s k ), and the spike-related parameters (as is illustrated in Fig. (4) ). Third, the correct estimations of the aforementioned model parameters lead to the more reliable inferences of the baseline and spike activities.
D. Complexity Analysis
We finally evaluate the computational complexity of the proposed RFS-Bayesian scheme. In general, the complexity of the Bayesian methods is roughly measured by the total numbers of likelihood computations, each of which has been given as ϑ [34] .
For our proposed RFS-Bayesian scheme, the number of likelihoods are proportional to 2 times of the size of the particles (i.e., 2 × I) used by the PF, since two likelihoods in Eqs. (21)-(22) are computed for each particle. Therefore, the complexity of the proposed scheme for each time-slot is described as O(2×I ·ϑ) = 2×2000×ϑ. By contrast, the complexity of the MLSpike scheme depends on i) the discretion of state space, i.e., B k and C k , and ii) the enumeration of s k . This is because for each possible assemble (i.e., [B k , C k , s k ] T ), its related likelihood should be computed once. In MLSpike scheme given by [14] , B k and C k are discretized as a 50 × 50 two-dimension grid, and s k is enumerated as 0, 1, 2, 3 (i.e., limit to three spikes per time-slot). As such, the number of likelihoods for each time-slot is 50 × 50 × 4 = 10000. The complexity is computed as 10000 × ϑ, which is more than two times of the proposed RFS-Bayesian scheme.
We can see from Fig. 8 that, as the number of time-slots increases, the complexity of the proposed RFS-Bayesian keeps smaller than that of the MLSpike. This lower complexity is due to the fact that the proposed RFS-Bayesian scheme concentrates on the potential states of [C k , B k , s k ] that evolves from the previously estimated states [C k −1 , B k −1 , s k −1 ], other than the MLSpike that enumerates all the joint [C k , B k , s k ] ∈ [0, 10] [0.5, 1.5] {0, 1, 2, 3} [14] . In this view, the numbers of likelihood computations from the proposed RFS-Bayesian are lesser than that of the MLSpike. This advantage of lower complexity, combined with the aforementioned improvement of accuracy, suggest that our proposed scheme can reliably infer the neuron spike activities at the expense of reduced computational complexity.
V. CONCLUSION
In most signal processing tasks of biological or other complex conditions, simultaneously detecting informative signal (i.e., the concerned neuron spikes) and estimating model characteristic is important for scientific research and application practice. However, difficulties such as the dynamic of spikes, fluctuated baseline, unknown model parameters, and ambient noise make accurate detection and estimation extremely challenging, which is usually beyond the competence of most existing processing algorithms. In this paper, we proposed a new RFS-Bayesian scheme, in order to improve the detection and estimation performance in the complex dynamic environments. By exploiting the different response characteristics of spike signals and dynamic background signal, we designed a novel RFS state to achieve dynamic joint recursive estimation and detection. This allowed us to structure the challenging signal processing problem into a RFS-based two-stage Bayesian framework. By propagating the RFS state, the detection and estimation was subsequently solved with increased accuracy compared to the state-of-the-art MLSpike scheme. Our proposed scheme is a useful research tool for future research in adverse biological or engineering applications.
where f k |k −1 ({u k , v k }|F 1:k −1 ) in the left-hand is the predicted FISST PDF, and can be viewed as the multiplication of the cardinality probability q k |k −1 , and the joint distribution p k |k −1 (u k , v k ), i.e.,
Taking (63)-(64), and (67) into (66), we have,
By dividing q k |k −1 in the both sides of the (68), Eq. (32) is derived, and thereby the Theorem 1 is completely proved. Note from Eq. (68) that the right-hand can be subsequently processed, by respectively addressing the integral as:
By introducing (69) into (68), Eqs. (33)-(34) are obtained, and thus the Proposition 1 is proved.
APPENDIX B PROOF OF THEOREM 2
The results of Theorem 2 specify the posterior active probability (i.e., q k |k ), and the spatial densities (i.e., p k |k (u k , v k ), and p k |k (v k )), which are derived from the update-stage in Eq. (29) . Note that the denominator in (29) is a normalizing parameter, so we here give a convenient form of (29) as follows:
Then, the analysis is equivalent as studying the two cases of the RFS state U k , i.e., U k = {u k , v k }, and U k = {v k }. In the case U k = {u k , v k }, where the fluorescence observation F k involves the information of both u k , and v k , the likelihood PDF is ϕ k (F k |U k ) = ϕ k (F k |{u k , v k }). In this view, Eq. (70) can be re-written by replacing f k |k (U k |F 1:k ) = q k |k · p k |k (u k , v k ), and f k |k −1 (U k |F 1:k −1 ) = q k |k −1 · p k |k −1 (u k , v k ), i.e.,
Given the definition of q k |k , we can update it via computing the portion specified by the likelihood PDF ϕ k (F k |{u k , v k }), i.e.,
which gives the proof of Eq. (35). By subsequently taking (72) into (71), we have,
which proves the Eq. (36). The posterior spatial PDF p k |k (v k ) in Eq. (37) is thereby computed from the margin distribution of p k |k (u k , v k ).
We then study the case where U k = {v k }, i.e., the observation F k reflects only the state of v k . In this case, Eq. (70) is viewed as:
According to (72), 1 − q k |k in (74) can be computed as
Therefore, taking (75) into (74), the spatial p k |k (v k ) is derived, i.e.,
It is also noteworthy that in the case U k = {v k }, the joint spatial density equals to its marginal distribution, i.e., p k |k −1 (u k , v k ) = p k |k −1 (v k ); and the likelihood PDF ϕ k (F k |{u k , v k }) degrades to ϕ k (F k |{v k }). Therefore, Eq. (76) equals to the derivation from the margin distribution of p k |k (u k , v k ), which accomplishes the proof of Theorem 2.
APPENDIX C ANALYSIS OF ACTIVE AND SILENT THRESHOLD
We analyze the influence of the active and silent threshold C th defined in Eq. (15) . In Fig. 9 , the x-coordinate presents the changes of C th , while the y-coordinate gives the detection error of spikes (i.e., RE s ). We presents 6 curves with different settings of noise level α and spike rates λ. It is seen from Fig. 9 that as C th increases from 0 to 1, RE s decreases and reaches the lowest at first, and then grows continuously, suggesting that the C th affects the performance of the proposed RFS-Bayesian. However, we can observe that in the region of C th ∈ [0.05, 0.3], RE s do not change steeply (maximally 0.05%), which validates our assignment as C th = exp(−1.5/τ ) ∈ [0.05, 0.3].
